
  

 

The Rotten Apple Meets the Dirty South 

September 14
th
 2015 — fusing together the raw grittiness of the “dirty” south with the rugged 

realness of the rotten apple, the result, “DirtyRotten”.  Founded by underground Hip Hop 
movement and BX native Joe Stu and the North Carolina born and bred, Dungeon Family 
member “ShredTVT”, DirtyRotten is representative of Hip Hop’s birth place mixed with the dirty 
grit of the South.  

Stu describes DirtyRotten as “Dirty riding music, reminiscence of the Hip Hop’s Golden Era”. 
Unlike the music that dominates the airwaves now, which lack content and lyrical skill, DirtyRotten 
prides’ themselves on their high caliber lyrics and willingness to tackle social issues. With tracks 
such as “Never Sale”, that describes the plight and challenges of being an independent artist and 
“Property Value” which take a look at the foreclosure rate and its effects on communities; 
DirtyRotten is not afraid to take listeners and fans on a trip back to Hip Hop’s roots.  

Fueled by the talent to package real life and awareness in eloquent flows, true hip hop 
aficionados will agree, DirtyRotten is the essence of what birthed Hip Hop. 

About Joe Stu 

Repping the Boogie Down Bronx, the multi-talented Joe Stu became acquainted with hip hop as a 
youngster and his love grew and deepen over the years. Not impressed by the façade of money 
and flash that is so glamorized; Joe Stu is your “blue collar” artist.  His movement in the 
Southeast continues to expand and captivate audiences. http://www.joestu.com/ 
 
About ShredTVT 
 
The Atlanta-based, North Carolina-born emcee known as Shred The Verbal Tongue, is a hip hop 
artist whose writing skills have been likened to Nas. As an official member of Dungeon Family 
Second Generation, Dungeoneze, and catalyst behind hip hop super group, THE-5IVE, Shred 
TVT sets out to firmly establish himself as one of hip hop's elite champions. 
http://shredtvt.bandcamp.com/ 
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